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JL audio "slash" series will run at any ohm rating between 1 and 4 ohms. This does not effect
the power output of the amplifier these amps are automatically adjusted digitally for the
impedance of the subwoofers. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay
Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced
Search. Topic Closed. Back to Top. I certainly wouldn't cut my potential sales by advertising it
as capable down to 1. Hence the 1. I wouldn't use anything larger than that unless, as DYohn
suggests, its more than 10 feet. Otherwise it should be fine. Sorry, you can NOT post a reply.
This topic is closed. Printable version. Search the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user assumes
the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information. Please verify all wire colors and
diagrams before applying any information. You cannot post new topics in this forum You
cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit
your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this
forum. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Thank you for purchasing a JL
Audio amplifier for. Your amplifier has been designed and manufactured to exacting. For
maximum performance and extended warranty. Your authorized. Should you. If you have any
questions regarding the instructions in this. If you need further. Jl audio two-channel full-range
amplifier owner's manual 12 pages. Jl audio monoblock subwoofer amplifier owner's manual 14
pages. This feature takes advantage of convection and radiation effects to remove heat from the
amplifier circuitry. Page 7: Precise Frequency Selection Page 8: Input Sensitivity Level Setting
11 - One of these reasons is ease of setup. Because each JL Audio amplifier will always deliver
the same amount of power within its operational range of impedances and supply voltages, the
maximum, unclipped output is very predictable. Page Appendix D: Trouble Shooting Check the
nominal load impedance to verify that the amplifier is driving a load between 1. The warranty
term is extended to two 2 years if installation is performed or approved by an authorized JL
AUDIO dealer proof of installation or approval required on purchase receipt. Print page 1 Print
document 14 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Gallery New media New comments. Log in.
Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. What's new New
posts New media New media comments Latest activity. Search forums. JL Forums Car Audio
Discussion Amplifiers. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. JohnnyZ Junior Member. Aug 4, 9 0 Foxboro, MA. Hi Guys,
Everything has been running superb until a few nights ago. I hop into the car, hear my subs,
turn the volume up to 12, sub cuts out. I go to the trunk and see the low voltage indicator light
on. I turn the car off, rinse and repeat same problem. Sometimes I can literally blast the sub too
for a short while and it will not cut out. This leads me to believe it's an electrical problem not the
amp. The sub has been pounding for the month I have it with no issues whatsoever. The battery
is only a few months old. I have a cap in the mail that I was going to try for shits and giggles but
I am lost in to what way I should approach this. I haven't used the volt meter yet to check
anything. My questions: What is the likely hood that the amp actually gave out? What approach
should I take with a volt meter? VisceralSound CarAudio. Oct 14, 1, 2 Rochester, MN. The
alternator is the stock which I believe is 80 amps. It powered great for a month, do I need an
upgraded one? Apr 16, 6, emerald triangle.. Jul 16, 1 Memphis, Tennessee, United States. Whats
the best way to test the front battery. Dump a load onto it and make sure the voltages dont drop
below a certain level, or just if it is in the healthy level? If so, what would that level be if the car
was off and or on. I have a amp fuse before it, it seems to be working fine. Jul 24, 2, 18 Houston,
tx. Jan 20, 3, Ivory Tower. I guess it's simple logic but if your amplifier is telling you it's
protecting due to low voltage, why not check the voltage going in to it? That seems to be the
most logical thing to me. Then if the voltage really is something less than A bad battery would
have problems starting the car. It would have nothing at all to do with low voltage when the car
is on. Alright so here are some results: Car on: Battery Reads: And check your fuse itself under
the hood as mentioned. Sometimes they go bad depending on what kind you have. One of my
ANLs use to do the same thing Apr 7, 18, 68 Pensacola, Florida. Did nobody notice he only has
4awg? Or did I read it wrong? Your a ninja. It could be the fuse. It can't be the 4 awg. That amp
only has 4 gauge inputs not that it really matters at all. He is dropping due to resistance in the
line. The 4 gauge not being enough would not drop so low in this scenario. And I think it takes
JLs special 2awg. WEll i wasnt indicating its the solution If hes running 2 amps off a single 4 ga
lead, no big 3, stock bat, stock alt But yes more likely that seing the low voltage indicator light
on theres something else. I was telling him hed still be better off running at leat 2 ga. If hes
splitting to two amps then he can do two 4 ga leads off a 2 ga dist block or off a battcap or sumn
then anyways. Create an account or login to comment You must be a member in order to leave a
comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's easy! Log in Already have

an account? Log in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. Wiring, Electrical and Installation Help 5
Nov 8, J If your front doors only saw hz which speaker would you run? Speakers 3 Oct 26, Rf
tbd amp needs repair Amplifiers 2 Oct 25, If your front doors only saw hz which speaker would
you run? Rf tbd amp needs repair. Latest posts. Wiring, Electrical and Installation Help.
Kenwood setup. Opinions and advice wanted. Latest: Clifff Today at AM. General Discussion.
Car Audio Build Logs. Newest threads A. Most posts - Past 30 days Latest classifieds. Amplifier
Classifieds. Miscellaneous Car Audio Classifieds. Top Bottom. Feb 11, Upgrading to kenwood s
or jvc z head units. Need expert lol. Dec 21, Nov 8, Oct 26, Oct 25, Dual-range,
differential-balance inputs are also onboard, capable of accepting most input voltage levels.
Automatic turn-on capability via signal sensing or DC-offset sensing is standard, along with a
set of preamp outputs so you can easily pass signals to another amplifier. Let's get a little nerdy
A traditional PWM switching amp design uses a fixed switching frequency and varies the pulse
width based solely on the audio input signal to the pulse modulator. This basic approach
assumes some ideal conditions, like a rock-steady power supply, that do not necessarily occur
in a real, in-car installation. Power supply sag with signal causes distortion at all power levels
with these designs, even well below clipping. The cure for this is feedback a corrective signal
sent back to the input side , but this becomes impractical as the audio frequency increases,
making it a good solution for band-limited subwoofer amps, but not for full-range amplifiers.
This pushes the amplifier's bandwidth to at least Hz with minimal distortion and improves
efficiency, while keeping typically bulky circuity more compact. Your subwoofers will reward
you with tight, rock-solid bass performance. In these designs, a self-oscillating modulator with
"feed-forward" sends information about the instantaneous power supply voltage to the
modulator, combining this with the input signal to cancel out any distortion due to supply
voltage fluctuation. This reduces distortion prior to applying feedback, simplifying the overall
feedback loop design. This technology allows for the use of conventional RCA cables, while
delivering many of the benefits of a true balanced connection and accepting a wide range of
input signal levels. Most audio equipment uses single-ended, ground-referenced RCA jacks to
receive audio signals. This means that the RCA shield is connected directly to signal ground.
This is a simple, cost effective input design that works well for short runs in noise free
environments. In noisier environments, this method cannot reject the common mode noise that
could be on both RCA conductors shield and center conductor. By having more than one
chassis-grounded RCA shield on a device, single-ended input designs are also more
susceptible to ground loops. If noise is present on both conductors while the shield is
connected to ground, the input amplifier will amplify the noise relative to the grounded RCA
shield. When there are multiple RCA connections or any other conductors subjected to a
magnetic field, this will cause a difference in potential across the RCA loop to be amplified at
the grounded RCA as noise a classic ground loop. Because both the center conductor and the
shield see high impedance to ground at the input, a ground loop cannot be formed, as there is
no current flow to induce a voltage as noise. This works equally well with differential-balanced,
or unbalanced signal sources, making this input architecture compatible with all standard car
and marine audio equipment, using standard, unshielded, twisted-pair RCA cables. No special
cables are required, unlike the fully balanced connections used in professional audio. JL Audio
Amplifiers and Electronics are warrantied against defects in materials and workmanship for Two
2 Years from purchase date. Please hold on to your sales receipt! All warranty service requires
original sales receipt documentation. The warranty only applies to the original purchaser from
an authorized retailer. Note: Products purchased from unauthorized dealers are not covered
under warranty. Product owned by anyone other than the original purchaser from an authorized
JL Audio dealer. The warranty is not transferable and will not apply to products purchased from
unauthorized dealers. Product that has been physically abused run over by a car or beat with a
hammer, for example. Product that has not been installed according to the instructions in the
owner's manual 5. Product damaged cosmetically due to improper handling or normal wear and
tear 7. Product damaged in an accident, due to criminal activity attempted theft, gunshot
damage, etc. Custom finishes or other cosmetic treatments applied to products. JL Audio will
not be responsible for restoring or maintaining any custom finishes 9. Installation and shipping
costs associated with removing, re-installing or shipping the product to JL Audio for warranty
service Ask your dealer for details on warranty limitations. Direct returns from consumers or
non-authorized dealers will be refused unless specifically authorized by JL AUDIO with a valid
return authorization number. Warranty expiration on products returned without proof of
purchase will be determined from the manufacturing date code. Coverage may be invalidated as
this date is previous to purchase date. Return only defective components. Non-defective items
received will be returned freight-collect. Freight damage on returns is not covered under
warranty. Always include proof of purchase sales receipt. Sign-up today! Stay informed about

new products and promotions. You can update your preferences anytime. Enter your email
Subscribe. Search Search. Your Shopping Cart It appears that your cart is currently empty!
Available in stores only Find a Dealer. General Specifications. Signal Processing. Physical
Specifications. The bottom line is simply great audio: clean, powerful and reliable. Find a
Dealer. Available in stores only. Related Products. View All Car Amplifiers. Skip to main content
of 42 results for "jl audio amplifier 1". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. Car Amplifier Number of Channels. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Car Stereo Feature. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new
vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE
Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the
help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. Brand: Unknown. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Planet Audio AC Next page. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Item
Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer
This is a v1 not a v2. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I bought this amp to run two 10"
W7's. This amp really does the job running them. It doesn't seem to ever run out of power. It is
the most massive amp I have ever seen. I mounted this amp on the back of the sub enclosure
with the fins facing up. All I can say is that I was glad I had pre drilled the holes before putting
the enclosure in the car. It would have been almost impossible to hold the amp in place and
mark the holes in the trunk. I will most likely buy a JL Audio 4 channel amp now to run the mid's
and high's because I can't use everything this amp has and still have a full range quality sound
but that is a story for another day. The bottom line is that if you are looking to power a couple
subs or maybe a You won't be disappointed!!! JL Audio has always been my favorite brand of
audio equipment and I love their products this amp is awesome and puts out outragous power. I
got one of these about a year ago, I play it daily an I've probrably been thru 10 sets of subs this
amp doesn't play make sure your subs are at least rms. Or they won't last. U will def. Need a cap
or battery!!!!!!!! This amp requires a lot of juice but will rock all day an you'll never hav to worry.
Only downfail is the price for a brand new from jl audio but amazon has great prices on these
they're really solid amps all malfunctions are self inflicted or poor care I really want another
Well Here It IS!!!! Unstoppable, untoppable and most probable to succeed! I have never had one
fail me yet. They take a multitude of impedance variations without a hitch. They pound out the
wattage like they owe someone money. They look great, they're well respected, thay even have
their own fan club of loyal fans They have never sold out to the cheap crowd and they always
perform when needed. What more could you ask for Purity in it's best form I bought this amp
and kept it on a shelf for over a month. When I went to put it in my Bronco on 3 w6 10's it
worked great for two days then the low ohms light came on and it stopped working. I checked
the ohms it was 2. I tried to send it back and they said it had been over a month since I had
purchased it. So all it's good for is a door stop. I would not suggest anyone buy this amp from
from these people. I have got to say W6's at a min. W7's recommended 5 You will need to
upgrade your midrange and hi level equipment or this amp will simply drown them to the point
you cannot hear them at all There is no substitute! Now you should probably say something like
WHolly sh! If you are than your going to fall in love with this beast! Good luck! I've got it hooked

up to a 12w7 in a sealed box and i cant begin to explain how hard this amp hits. Don't listen to
these other guys, you won't need a cap, battery, or alternator if all you're running is a
used cj jeeps for sale by owner
mercruiser alpha one trim tab
7 point trailer plug wiring diagram
one sub and one amp like me. This is worth the money, the metal it is made from is durable,
and the design is rugged and stylish. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

